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Abstract: This paper analyses the process of transforming specialist training systems for oil and
gas projects in the Arctic, which has been taking place within the structure of education in Russia
over the past decade. Using classical methods of analysis, synthesis, and classification, the authors
studied the main global trends in training personnel for the Arctic and the manifestations of these
trends in the system of training Russian specialists. To identify the qualitative characteristics of the
educational system development, the authors applied the survey method and composed a list of
leading universities in training personnel for the Russian Arctic, as well as the “Arctic professions
of the future”. As a result of the study, the authors came to the conclusion that global trends in
training “Arctic personnel” show the need to develop an interdisciplinary approach, to form basic
knowledge in Natural Sciences, to study the socio-cultural specifics of the region, to develop new
educational standards, to implement the concept of ‘Life Long Learning’, to widely introduce digital
technologies and to internationalize education. In general, the Russian personnel training system
is adapting to changing conditions, in particular, some progress has been made in the formation
of “digital” competencies and skills to work in a developed IT infrastructure. The introduction of
“digital fields” has led to an increase in the demand for IT specialists in the Arctic oil and gas sector.
With the help of an expert survey, it was revealed that in the future, the most popular professions,
along with “drillers” and transport specialists, will be IT specialists who ensure the “digital fields”
functioning. The leading Russian universities that train specialists for modern oil and gas projects in
the Arctic have been identified. It is noted that not all leading industry universities in Russia are
participating in international educational projects and organizations. There is skepticism about the
internationalization of education.

Keywords: oil and gas education; personnel training; Arctic education system; oil and gas projects;
international cooperation

1. Introduction

In the vector of development of both the global and Russian economy, the Arctic is the most
important region with a huge potential for the Russian oil and gas industry. According to experts,
the Arctic zone of the Russian Federation has 7.3 billion tons of oil reserves and 55 trillion cubic meters
of natural gas [1], so Russia is developing an extensive program to develop production capacities and
realize the potential of the region [2].
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Arctic resources are of considerable interest to non-regional powers. Thus, according to American
analysts, the most aggressive policy is led by China, which, according to their estimates, is the largest
investor in the Arctic countries [3,4]. Other major economies (Japan, Germany, France, Great Britain,
etc.) are also actively expanding their participation in developing the region [5]. To a greater extent,
they are suppliers of technologies that ensure the extraction of hydrocarbons on the Arctic shelf, as well
as of competencies for working with these technologies.

Indeed, along with the intensification of economic activity in the Arctic region, the issue of
improving the personnel training system has become more urgent. At present, there is a shortage of
highly qualified specialists in the oil and gas industry in several specialties [6], ranging from workers
to engineers and managers. This deficit will only increase as large-scale projects are implemented [6,7].

According to experts, at the moment, the most popular in the Arctic are highly qualified specialists
in the sphere of extractive industry, in particular, specialists developing offshore oil and gas fields,
ice-class marine shipbuilding, port, and shipping infrastructure, and others [4]. At the same time,
successful implementation of oil and gas projects in the Arctic requires qualified specialists not only
with higher, but also with professional education, as well as service and support personnel. In turn,
until recently, the number of graduates with higher education was estimated at dozens of graduates
per year. Today, the situation has somewhat changed: We can talk about several hundred graduates of
various specialties. However, for example, in the near future, only for the development of the Barents
Sea fields, there is a need for 15 thousand specialists with higher education, more than 50% of whom
have a marine oil and gas education and a qualification of “mining engineer” [8,9].

Authors set goals to see the process of the transformation of the specialists training system for
oil and gas projects in the Arctic occurring in the education structure in Russia over the last decade,
for which it seems necessary to examine the major global trends in training for the Arctic; to trace
the manifestations of these trends in the system of Russian specialists’ training; to identify the list of
universities that are leaders in training for the Russian Arctic, preparing “Arctic jobs of the future”.

2. Materials and Methods

Despite a fairly large number of studies in the sphere of education for Arctic training [10–18],
there is no consolidated international or Russian statistics on training specialists for the oil and gas
industry in the Arctic at the moment. In this regard, this study focuses on studying the directions of
transformation of the personnel training system.

Based on the analysis of modern foreign and Russian scientific literature on the problem of
training personnel for work in the Arctic region, the main current global trends in the training of Arctic
specialists were identified.

To identify qualitative characteristics for developing the educational system, in August 2020,
an expert survey was conducted among the heads of educational and scientific organizations engaged
in training Arctic personnel, as well as among representatives of mining enterprises and businesses in
the oil and gas industry of the Russian Federation. The expert survey was sent to 42 respondents from
23 institutions. As a result, 30 experts participated in the survey: Unfortunately, 12 respondents could
not participate (Table 1).

Using the methods of systematization and classification, we analyzed the scientific and educational
programs for training personnel for the Arctic suggested by those universities that were named by
experts to be the leading centers for training Arctic specialists. Based on the method of comparative
analysis, the authors analyzed the level of compliance of scientific and educational programs at these
universities with the selected global trends.
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Table 1. Expert group description 1.

The Institution Activity Specifics Name of the Institution
Number of

Participating
Respondents

Number of
those Who

Refused

Scientific
(directors of institutes/centers,

heads of departments)

Kola Science Centre RAS 3 1

E.M. Primakov National Research
Institute of World Economy and

International Relations RAS
1 -

European Institute RAS 1 -

Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute 1 -

Institute of oil and gas RAS 1 -

Karelia Science Centre RAS - 1

Komi Scientific Centre at the Ural branch
of the Russian Academy of Sciences - 1

“Arctic” Research Centre of the Far
Eastern branch RAS - 1

Universities
(deans and heads of

departments of specialties)

Murmansk State Technical University 2 -

Northern (Arctic) Federal University 2 -

Gubkin Russian State University of oil
and gas (2 respondents) 2 -

Saint Petersburg Mining University 2 -

Murmansk Arctic State University 2 1

Petrozavodsk State University - 1

North-Eastern Federal University named
after M. K. Ammosov - 1

Far-Eastern Federal University - 1

Companies that specialize in oil and gas
production (department heads and

shift managers)

‘Gazprom Neft’ PJSC 3 -

‘Gazprom Neft shelf’ LLC 2 -

‘Rosneft NK’ PJSC 2 -

‘NOVATEK’ PJSC - 2

Institutions involved in the
development and implementation of oil
and gas projects (heads of departments)

‘SPG’ group of companies 3 -

‘Iceberg’ Central
Design Bureau - 2

Expert center (head of the expert
center and experts)

Expert center of the Arctic development
project office 3 -

1 Compiled by the authors.

3. Results of the Expert Survey

According to the results of the survey, the experts identified themselves as specialists working in
the following areas of professional activity:

• Oil and gas complex—27%;
• Science—27%;
• Education—19%;
• Business (Economics and consulting)—27%.

It is noteworthy that 100% of the respondents who took part in the survey agree with the statement
that there is currently a shortage of qualified personnel for implementing Russian oil and gas projects
in the Arctic.

The respondents were asked to assess the qualitative characteristics of the development of the
educational system for training personnel for oil and gas projects in the Arctic.
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The absolute majority of respondents note that today, in the process of training “Arctic personnel”,
the importance of using digital technologies to solve professional problems is growing. They all
emphasize the need to develop international cooperation in the sphere of training “Arctic personnel”
and a practice-oriented approach to training specialists for Arctic projects. 13% of respondents in
the sphere of economics/consulting (7% of respondents) and science (6% of respondents) question
the statement that in the process of training modern specialists, the importance of mastering basic
knowledge in meteorology, physics, biology, and ecology is growing, regardless of the direction of
training. 28% of respondents also related to economics/consulting (20%) and education (8%) questioned
the statement that the participation of universities from non-Arctic countries in training specialists for
the Arctic contributes to increasing the effectiveness of Arctic projects (Table 2).

Thus, all the surveyed representatives of the oil and gas industry and business, as well as the vast
majority of representatives of science and education, note that all the above quality characteristics are
necessary for training qualified modern specialists for oil and gas projects in the Arctic, thus confirming
the need to implement an interdisciplinary, integrated and international approach in the educational
process. In turn, it is noteworthy that representatives of business (economics and consulting)
underestimate the role of interdisciplinary knowledge (knowledge of meteorology, physics, biology,
ecology) and an international approach in training specialists. We dare to assume that this is due to the
professional specifics of respondents who are focused on developing narrowly focused competencies
and specific skills.

Table 2. Qualitative characteristics of the development of the educational system for training personnel
for oil and gas projects in the Arctic (30 experts interviewed) 1.

Qualitative Characteristics Respondents’ Answers

The importance of using digital technologies to solve
professional tasks is growing

Fully agree—73%:
oil and gas complex—27%

science—9%
education—10%
business—27%

Quite agree—27%:
oil and gas complex—0%

science—18%
education—9%
business—0%

There is a growing need to develop international
cooperation in the sphere of training “Arctic personnel”

Fully agree—47%:
oil and gas complex—12%

science—11%
education—12%
business—12%

Quite agree—53%
oil and gas complex—15%

science—16%
education—7%
business—15%

The importance of a practice-oriented approach to
training specialists for Arctic projects is growing

Fully agree—60%
oil and gas complex—18%

science—12%
education—14%
business—16%

Quite agree—40%
oil and gas complex—9%

science—15%
education—5%
business—11%
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Table 2. Cont.

Qualitative Characteristics Respondents’ Answers

There is a growing importance of mastering basic
knowledge in meteorology, physics, biology, and ecology,

regardless of the sphere of study

Fully agree—60%:
oil and gas complex—24%

science—24%
education—12%

business—0%

Quite agree—27%:
oil and gas complex—3%

science—3%
education—4%
business—17%

Rather disagree—13%:
oil and gas complex—0%

science—0%
education—3%
business—10%

Participation of universities from non-Arctic countries in
training specialists for the Arctic contributes to increasing

the effectiveness of Arctic projects

Quite agree—73%:
oil and gas complex—27%

science—27%
education—16%

business—3%

Rather disagree—27%:
oil and gas complex—0%

science—0%
education—3%
business—24%

1 Composed by the authors basing on the experts’ interview analyses.

As a result of the survey, the top five Russian universities that train qualified specialists in the
oil and gas sector that meet modern requirements for developing the oil and gas industry include:
I. M. Gubkin Russian State University of oil and gas (28.2% of the total number of responses), Saint
Petersburg Mining University (25.6%), Saint Petersburg Polytechnic University (12.8%), Northern
(Arctic) Federal University (10.2%), Murmansk State Technical University and Ufa State Oil Technical
University (5.1% each) (Table 3).

Table 3. Russian universities that train qualified specialists in the oil and gas sector that meet modern
requirements for developing the oil and gas industry in the Arctic (30 experts interviewed) 1.

Higher Educational Institution Number of Responses (%)

I. M. Gubkin Russian State University of oil and gas 28.2
Saint Petersburg Mining University 25.6

Saint Petersburg Polytechnic University 12.8
Northern (Arctic) Federal University named after M. V. Lomonosov 10.2

Murmansk State Technical University 5.1
Ufa State Oil Technical University 5.1
Ukhta State Technical University 2.6

Northeast Federal University named after M. K. Ammosov 2.6
National Research Institute of Technology “MISiS” 2.6

Tomsk Polytechnic University 2.6
Saint Petersburg State University of Economics 2.6

1 Composed by the authors basing on the experts’ interview analyses.
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It is worth noting that representatives of extractive enterprises and businesses in the oil and gas
industry (i.e., representatives of potential employers interested in university graduates), in addition to
the obvious leading universities, also mentioned the following universities: Northern (Arctic) Federal
University, Ufa State Oil Technical University, Murmansk State Technical University, Ukhta State
Technical University, Tomsk Polytechnic University and North-Eastern Federal University named after
M. K. Ammosov.

To analyze the objectivity of the university assessment, respondents were asked to answer the
question: “Which university did you graduate from?”. The survey showed that four respondents (13%)
indicated their “Alma mater” among the leading universities that provide training for Arctic oil and
gas projects. Therefore, the psychological moment of commitment to “their own” university could play
a role in the assessment, and this percentage can be considered a probable error. The high percentage
of probable error can be explained by several reasons: First, the specifics of the expert survey, when a
small number of professional participants take part in it; second, the specifics of the sphere the survey
is aimed at.

The survey identified the most popular professions for Arctic oil and gas projects in the next
5–10 years. The experts named 21 professions, among which the most frequently mentioned were:

• drilling engineers, including specialists in offshore drilling (14.3% of the total number of responses);
• specialists in the sphere of marine transport—pilots, captains, security specialists in marine

transport (14.3%);
• database specialists—programmers (11.9%);
• mining engineers (9.5%);
• geologists (7.1%);
• environmentalists (7.1%);
• construction workers (7.1%).

The data obtained on the professions that will be in demand in the Arctic in the future are quite
correlated with the list of universities that, according to experts, train qualified specialists in the oil
and gas sector that meet modern requirements for developing the oil and gas industry in the region:
The leading universities mentioned above train personnel in these specialties.

Given the complexity of living and working conditions in the Arctic, the absolute majority of
experts surveyed (87%) consider it necessary to conduct special psychophysical training for future
Arctic specialists.

4. Discussion: New Trends in Training Specialists for the Arctic

Modern foreign and Russian experts in the field of education, analyzing the main global trends in
the training of “Arctic” personnel, note that the transformation of the training system is influenced by
the following global factors:

• increased inter-state competition that covers not only traditional markets for goods and capital,
but also human potential, and consequently, the increasing role of human capital as the main
factor of socio-economic development [6,19];

• digitalization and technological complexity of projects in the Arctic, the intellectualization of
activities, resulting in the formation of qualitatively new qualification requirements and educational
standards [6,7,19];

• internationalization of the educational process, increasing the importance of international network
forms of education [6,19].

It is noteworthy that the presented trends overlap with the qualitative characteristics identified in
the expert survey that are necessary for developing the educational system for training personnel for
oil and gas projects in the Russian Arctic. Moreover, the characteristics allow us to more accurately
reveal the manifestations of these trends in the Russian educational system.
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4.1. Increased Competition, Development of New Standards

Analysis of the survey results and modern pedagogical and professional literature [6,19] showed
that “Arctic cadres” should have interdisciplinary knowledge. So, regardless of the chosen direction
of future professional activity, students should get a basic knowledge of meteorology, geography,
geo-ecology, physics, chemistry, and biology to form a more complete understanding of the region’s
features. This is important because when solving professional tasks in Northern latitudes, it is necessary
to understand the nature of natural and climatic factors and the associated risks and dangers to human
life and the security of industrial facilities [20]. Environmental and socio-economic spheres of life are
the most important areas of human activity in the Arctic [21], so it is no accident that the method of
modeling environmental and economic risks in the region is increasingly used in the implementation
of Arctic projects [22], in particular in the oil and gas industry [23,24].

In addition, extreme weather conditions, lack of convenient logistics, and a complex communication
situation lead to the need to solve non-standard tasks in the course of performing professional activities.
A modern specialist in the oil and gas industry should start implementing projects in a comprehensive
manner, taking into account the level of scientific and technological progress in the industry, the specifics
of the socio-economic life of the Arctic region, and should be psychologically ready to live and work in
extreme Arctic conditions [25–27].

Accordingly, the specialist should be able to flexibly and creatively approach the solution of
complex situations that do not fit into the “standard templates”.

In this regard, the competencies of “problem solving skills” are of particular importance, and not
just “knowing the classic ways to solve them”. The focus on obtaining skills and abilities is emphasized
by researchers who analyze the staff training system for the Arctic [12,20].

It should be emphasized that it is important to increase the adaptability of the national training
system to ensure its sustainability in the face of rapid changes in the socio-economic sphere. Education
is the most important factor in the sustainable development of the Arctic territories. When considering
the features of the education system in the Arctic, several researchers emphasize the implementation of
the concept of Arctic sustainable education (ASE) [28,29], which is provided in several domains, such as:
Community, cooperation, problem-solving skills, and opportunities for active, local, and cultural
training in sustainable development [28,29] through an inclusive approach that takes into account the
cultural, linguistic, and other characteristics of the peoples living in the Arctic.

A relevant area of work is the preparation of new educational standards for training specialists for
the Arctic. Work in this direction began in 2018–2019, when the “Arctic national scientific-educational
consortium” Association conducted preliminary work to explore the possibilities of developing these
standards. Now it regularly provides them to the Ministry of education, presents them at the meetings
of the Council for the Arctic and Antarctic under the Federation Council of the Russian Federation,
at the meetings of the Expert Council under the State Duma for legislative support of the Far North
regions development, and so on [20].

So, in Russia today, programs are being implemented to train engineers for technological support
of the oil and gas industry in the Arctic, geological exploration in the Northern latitudes. A special
standard of educational programs is being developed for doctors who will work in the Arctic.

To date, 42 educational organizations of higher education, 12 of higher professional education,
and 72 of secondary professional education operate in the Arctic zone of the Russian Federation [9].
At the same time, specialists with higher education for the Arctic are also trained in “non—Arctic”
subjects of the Russian Federation—a total of 17 subjects of the Russian Federation (including six
subjects of the Russian Arctic) [20]. In this regard, it becomes necessary to concord the network
interaction of universities that train specialists for the Arctic. To this end, in 2016, the Ministry of
education and science of the Russian Federation (today the Ministry of higher education and science of
the Russian Federation) created “National Arctic scientific and educational consortium” Association.

The consortium is a voluntary association of universities, scientific organizations, and enterprises
that implement training programs and scientific research of the region for the sustainable development
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of the Russian Arctic territories. In fact, the National Arctic scientific and educational consortium acts
as the national counterpart of UArctic. As of September 2020, the Association includes 33 organizations,
including 23 higher education institutions, of which only nine are located directly in the Russian Arctic
(Table 4) [30]. Thus, it is clear that the Russian scientific and educational environment has clearly
formed an opinion that network interaction is necessary for implementing Arctic projects.

Table 4. Higher educational institutions, the Association members 1.

Universities Located in the Arctic Zone of the
Russian Federation

Universities out of the Arctic Zone of the
Russian Federation

1. Northern (Arctic) Federal University named after
M. V. Lomonosov
2. North-Eastern Federal University named after M.
K. Ammosov
3. Murmansk Arctic State University
4. Murmansk State Technical University
5. Petrozavodsk State University
6. Northern State Medical University
7. Syktyvkar State University named after Pitirim
Sorokin
8. Ukhta State Technical University
9. Ugra State University

1. National Research Tomsk State University
2. Siberian Federal University
3. Far Eastern Federal University
4. Tyumen State University
5. Ural Federal University named after the first

President of Russia B. N. Yeltsin
6. Admiral Makarov State University of sea and

river fleet
7. Novosibirsk State Technical University
8. Russian State Hydrometeorological University
9. Ryazan State University named after S.

A. Yesenin
10. Saint Petersburg State University
11. Siberian Automobile and Road University
12. Tyumen Industrial University
13. Ufa State Aviation Technical University
14. Ufa State Oil Technical University

1 Composed by the authors basing on National Arctic scientific and educational consortium site data analyses [30].

It is noteworthy that the Association does not include two leading universities that train specialists
in the production of hydrocarbons in the Arctic—Gubkin Russian State University of Oil and Gas
(Scientific Research Institute) and Saint Petersburg Mining University. In turn, the expert survey
showed that these two universities are among the leaders in training qualified specialists in the oil and
gas sector that meet modern requirements for developing the oil and gas industry in the Arctic. Along
with them, the Association does not include the third leader of the expert survey—Saint Petersburg
Polytechnic University.

Therefore, we can say that these universities somewhat ignore the domestic project of scientific
and educational collaboration in the sphere of Arctic projects. This position is probably related to
the broad scientific and educational ties of these universities directly with oil and gas companies and
enterprises operating in the Arctic, as well as to the traditionally broad and direct ties with the leading
scientific, educational, and industrial centers of the country. Saint Petersburg Mining University
and Saint Petersburg Polytechnic University are the largest technical universities with a rich history:
They have been creating technical, scientific-technical, and scientific-educational personnel for the
entire country for decades and even centuries, thus creating entire scientific schools. In addition,
these universities, despite many years of experience in training specialists for the oil and gas industry
(including in the complicated conditions of the Arctic), relatively recently announced “their Arctic
specialization”. So, in 2019, the Centre of competence in the field of engineering and technology of
field development in the Arctic conditions (CC “Arctic”) was established at Saint Petersburg Mining
University, which has already received a patent for invention No. 2704451 “Methods for constructing
an offshore drilling platform on the shallow shelf of the Arctic seas” [31]. At the beginning of 2020,
Saint Petersburg Mining University decided to start training specialists in the specialty “liquefied
natural gas”, in particular for ‘Yamal SPG’ project.
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In 2019, the Centre for innovative Arctic technologies was established at Saint Petersburg
Polytechnic University. At the same time, since 2015, the university has had a scientific and educational
center “Gazpromneft-Polytech”, which is engaged in scientific and practical developments and training
of specialists in the sphere of developing mathematical models of oil and gas production processes by
solving real problems of industry, i.e., directly in digital technologies that are so necessary for modern
conditions of the oil and gas industry in the Arctic [32]. Thus, a scientific and educational “block” in
the sphere of oil and gas projects in the Arctic is potentially cooperated and created in St. Petersburg
between these two universities, which can create strong competition in the industry both in Russia
and internationally.

As noted above, the expert survey showed that the leading university that traditionally trains
specialists for oil and gas projects in the Arctic is I.M. Gubkin Russian State University of oil and gas.
The university is a participant in major oil and gas projects in the Arctic, and also trains specialists for
Arctic projects together with major oil and gas companies. So, in 2018, the university and ‘NOVATEK’
launched a master’s degree program in the sphere of ‘Cryogenic technologies and equipment for
the gas industry’ to train specialists in the LNG industry. Students enrolled in this program have an
internship at the company’s enterprises with the possibility of further employment.

In addition, the university trains masters in the sphere of “development and operation of offshore
oil and gas fields”. The research and education center “Underwater mining complexes” was created
together with ‘Gazprom’ PJSC. To improve the skills, additional educational programs are being
implemented, in particular, “Introduction to subsea hydrocarbon production systems” (initiated by
‘Gazprom’ PJSC).

In addition to Gubkin Russian State University, several universities provide personnel for
implementing Arctic oil and gas megaprojects: Lomonosov Northern (Arctic) Federal University,
Murmansk Technical State University, Novosibirsk State Technical University, Tyumen Industrial
Institute, Siberian State University of Geosystems and Technologies, Marine State University named after
Admiral G. I. Nevelsky, Far Eastern Federal University, Ukhta State Technical University, North-Eastern
Federal University named after M. K. Ammosov, Tomsk Polytechnic University, Ufa State Oil Technical
University, etc.

It is obvious that the title of the center for Arctic research and the main Arctic university, including
in oil and gas projects, is claimed by the Northern (Arctic) Federal University, based on which NANOK
was formed. The University trains bachelors in the profile “Operation and maintenance of oil and gas
facilities of the Arctic shelf (full-time training) and masters in the program “Development of oil and
gas fields of the Arctic shelf”. Since 2011, the University has an Innovation and Technology Centre for
Arctic oil and gas laboratory research. And in March 2019 it was decided to create an international
center for integrated research of the shelf and coastal zone of the Arctic seas of Russia. In addition, since
2012, the university has been implementing the unique for Russia educational program “Arctic Floating
University”, which is an annual interdisciplinary scientific and educational marine expedition on
board the “Professor Molchanov” research vessel. The program is focused on studying and monitoring
the ecology, climate, and bioresources of the Arctic region, as well as studying the humanitarian side
(the history of Arctic development, the Arctic in the system of international relations, and the legal
space of the Arctic) [33].

Murmansk State University is a leading university that trains specialists in the sphere of Arctic sea
transport and shipping, as well as oil and gas projects in the Arctic. The university annually recruits
students in the profile of training “Operation and maintenance of oil and gas facilities of the Arctic
shelf”, as well as training specialists in the sphere of ice shipbuilding, navigation, construction of port
and shipping infrastructure, human-made security [34].

According to experts, Tomsk Polytechnic University trains specialists in the sphere of oil and gas,
and is also one of the leaders in comprehensive research of the Arctic shelf. The University has created
an international scientific and educational laboratory for the study of carbon in the Arctic seas, which
performs research work in the direction of “Siberian Arctic shelf as a source of greenhouse gases of
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planetary significance: Quantitative assessment of flows and identification of possible environmental
and climate consequences” [35]. In addition, it should be noted that Tomsk State University implements
the Master’s program “Study of Siberia and the Arctic”, which is aimed at training specialists in the
field of ecology and environmental management in Siberia and the Arctic. Such specialists would
know modern methods of environmental research and methodology for conducting scientific research
to solve applied problems. In this regard, we can say that Tomsk is forming one of Russia’s leading
scientific and educational centers for training personnel for Arctic projects [36].

Based on a comparative analysis of the number of educational programs for training Arctic
personnel, the following world leaders in training specialists for oil and gas projects can be identified:
UiT The Arctic University of Norway, University of Copenhagen, University of Lapland, The Norwegian
Institute of Bioeconomy Research (research Institute), University of Iceland, Luleå University of
Technology. At the same time, we can note a significant increase in the number of programs in the Arctic
direction, for example, “Arctic engineering”, in all leading universities in Denmark, Iceland, Canada,
Norway, the USA, Finland, and Sweden. At the same time, university programs are interdisciplinary
in nature, for example: McGill University implements the “Arctic Field Studies Semester” training
program [37], the University of Northern British Columbia implements the “Northern Studies”
program [38], the University of Alaska-Fairbanks—“Arctic and Northern Studies” [39]; since 2019,
Colorado School of Mines has opened several Arctic-themed programs.

It can be noted that the training system in the named countries, as well as in Russia, pays less
attention to the Humanities, focusing more on the training of engineers, geologists, biologists,
logisticians. At the same time, major Arctic universities, such as the University of Northern British
Columbia, enroll students for arts, social sciences, and health sciences [40].

In addition, since years 2013–2014, training programs in near-Arctic countries have been actively
developed. In particular, the UK began the first steps in training personnel for the Arctic in 2013 as part
of the first British Arctic policy framework, “Adapting to Change” [41]. The UK has also established
the UK government’s Science and Innovation Network (SIN), which includes representatives of the
Arctic powers and serves as a necessary tool for research collaborations. SIN’s activities are aimed at
providing training and student exchanges, as well as creating and building scientific potential [42].
Since 2018, the amount of financial support for the Scientific network from the UK government has
increased significantly, which indicates that the country is interested in Arctic research.

A comparative analysis of leading Russian universities (according to experts) and world leaders
in training personnel for the oil and gas industry according to the QS rating showed that Russian
universities are significantly behind Western leaders. Moreover, the failure of specialized universities
for the oil and gas industry is revealed (including Gubkin Russian State University of oil and gas and
Saint Petersburg Mining University) both in the world ranking and in subject ratings. The situation is
somewhat better with three universities (Peter the Great Saint Petersburg Polytechnic University, Tomsk
Polytechnic University, “MISiS” National Research Technological University), but their achievements
are lost against the background of obvious leaders—the University of Northern British Columbia,
McGill University and the University of Copenhagen. The exceptions are several European universities
that are not included in any rating at all: The University of Lapland and the University of Iceland.
Table 5. [43] There is low competitiveness of Russian universities at the world level, and the nature of
their training is catching up.
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Table 5. Comparative analysis of Russian and world leaders in training specialists for oil and gas projects according to the QS University Rankings (QS UR) for 2020 1,2.

Universities QS
WUR

EECA
UR

QS WUR by Subject

Engineering—
Mineral and Mining

Engineering—
Petroleum

Engineering and
Technology

Computer Science and
Information Systems

Earth and
Marine Science

Environmental
Studies

Russian universities (in the order specified by experts)

Gubkin Russian State University
of Oil and Gas - 182 - - - - - -

St. Petersburg Mining University - 173 18 - - - - -

Peter the Great Saint Petersburg
Polytechnic University 401 47 - - 191 301–350 - -

Northern (Arctic) State
University named after M. V.

Lomonosov
- 231–240 - - - - - -

Murmansk State Technical
University - - - - - - - -

Ufa State Oil Technical
University - 301–350 - - - - - -

Ukhta State Technical University - - - - - - - -

North-Eastern
Federal University named after

M. K. Ammosov
- 231–240 - - - - - -

National Research Technology
University

‘MISiS’
428 45 46 - 247 - - -

Tomsk Polytechnical University 401 30 - 26 282 501–550 - -

Saint Petersburg State University
of Economics - 241–250 - - - - - -

Universities—world leaders (in order of appearance in the paper text)

UiT The Arctic University of
Norway 416 - - - - - - 301–350

University of Copenhagen 76 - 51–57 101–150 51–100 42

University of Lapland - - - - - - - -

University of Iceland - - - - - - - -
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Table 5. Cont.

Universities QS
WUR

EECA
UR

QS WUR by Subject

Engineering—
Mineral and Mining

Engineering—
Petroleum

Engineering and
Technology

Computer Science and
Information Systems

Earth and
Marine Science

Environmental
Studies

Universities—world leaders (in order of appearance in the paper text)

Luleå University of Technology - - - - - - 301–350

McGill University 31 - 6 - 47 51–100 27 29

University of Northern British
Columbia 45 - 9 - - - - -

University of Alaska-Fairbanks - - - - - - 151–200 351–400

Colorado School of Mines - - 1 18 227 36 201–250
1 The authors consider the subject areas (QS), which development is in demand in the implementation of oil and gas projects in the Arctic. 2 Composed by the authors basing on the QS
University Rankings site analyses [43].
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4.2. Life Long Learning

One of the ways to ensure “sustainable education” is to implement the concept of ‘Life Long
Learning’ [29]. Speaking about the training of specialists for the oil and gas industry in Russia, first
of all, we can talk about advanced training and retraining programs implemented in specialized
universities, which the authors wrote about above.

To train highly qualified specialists, major Russian oil and gas companies implement continuing
education programs in the “school-university-enterprise” system, which form an external personnel
reserve. An example is the corporate program of ‘Rosneft’ Corporation. In 26 regions of the country,
117 ‘Rosneft’ classes have been created (for students in grades 10 and 11) in 62 schools. In the process
of training personnel with higher education, the company cooperates based on long-term agreements
with 60 Russian and foreign universities. The company also works with students of partner universities,
organizes the recruitment and selection of the best graduates to work at ‘Rosneft’ enterprises [44].

As an example of implementing this ‘Life Long Learning’ concept in the oil and gas industry
through cooperation between the University and an oil company, we note the professional retraining
program “Procurement and logistics of offshore projects in the oil and gas industry” of the Murmansk
State Technical University and ‘Gazprom Neft’. This program is practice-oriented for training specialists
in the sphere of economics and management for the oil and gas industry: It is aimed at studying the
specifics of working on offshore and Arctic fields, as well as building an effective supply chain for
facilities located there and managing it [45]. A training platform is being organized on the basis of
‘Gazprom Neft’ PJSC, as well as practical training in the ‘Gazprom Neft’ group of companies [46].

Multinational oil and gas corporations are engaged in the process of training their own employees
in new technologies and approaches in the industry. So, on the territory of the Arctic zone of the
Russian Federation, there are training and multifunctional centers of large corporations, such as
‘Gazprom’, ‘Rosneft’, ‘LUKOIL’ and others (about 56 centers) [8]. In addition, these companies are
implementing additional educational programs for university graduates to attract talented young
professionals. For example, the practice-oriented additional educational program “Gazprom Neft”
“At the start!”, in which university graduates of 2019 or 2020 have the opportunity to implement
their own projects in the development of “smart” energy, complete an internship at ‘Gazprom Neft’
enterprises, and then receive an invitation to a permanent job in the company [47].

4.3. Digitalization

In the last decade, the most important factor in changing the training process is the intensive
digitalization of all areas of socio-economic development without exception.

Until the second half of the 2010s, the Russian oil and gas sector considerably lagged behind in the
sphere of digitalization compared to other industries, as well as from world leaders—the USA, Norway,
France, etc. [48] A qualitative leap occurred with the development of difficult hydrocarbons in the Arctic
which demands a change in methods of exploration and production resources—using digital technology.
So, in 2015, the RAS Institute of oil and gas problems and I. M. Gubkin Russian State University of
Oil and Gas initiated the development of a program for digitalization and intellectualization of the
Russian oil and gas industry, which was reflected in the departmental project “Digital energy” as
part of implementing the national program “Digital economy of the Russian Federation”, adopted in
2017 [49].

Digitalization is designed to reduce the costs associated with hydrocarbon exploration and
production in extremely difficult regional conditions (climatic, geological, demographic, and technical),
as well as with the development and production of special equipment [50]. It helps to reduce the
environmental consequences of human presence in the region—in the future, to minimize as much as
possible, and ideally to reduce its presence to zero, thereby ensuring technological and environmental
safety by reducing the probability of deviations and transferring competencies to the level of robotic
systems [51]. It is worth noting that the extreme conditions of the Arctic are an objective factor in
accelerating the introduction of remote-control technologies and intelligent automation of production.
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The use of digital technologies in the fuel and energy complex, which is the basis for the economic
development of the Arctic region, provides intelligent automation of processes at facilities. Major oil
and gas companies already use BigData (including BigGeoData), IoT, industrial Internet, blockchain,
and artificial intelligence technologies [49,50] to solve applied problems and plan to expand this practice
in the Arctic. Thus, ‘Gazprom Neft’ is ahead of ‘Rosneft’ in terms of innovation rates in its oil and
gas programs, which indicates that ‘Gazprom Neft’ is more attentive to the digital transformation of
implementing the large-scale RF governmental program “Digital economy of the Russian Federation”:
For example, the programs “Project management center”, “Cognitive geologist”, “Digital drilling” [52].

The use of digital technologies in the fuel and energy complex, in particular, the development
of “digital deposits”, provides intelligent automation of processes at facilities. According to experts,
“digitalization of wells”, “digital drilling”, and modeling of technological processes [53,54] can reduce
the cost of field operation by approximately 15–20% [51,55]. In the context of lower energy prices for
Arctic hydrocarbon deposits, this factor plays a special role.

It is worth noting that digital technologies in the energy sector are used not only within the
upstream sector. Static and dynamic analysis of processes allows you to adjust and reorganize related
business processes, and make management decisions quickly.

These trends occur against the background of a perceived shortage of professional personnel,
which causes the need to algorithmize the competencies of professional knowledge and skills and
retrain specialists in new digital specialties [50]. In this regard, a special role in the future 5–10 years
will be played by the skills and abilities to remotely control the technological processes, working with
databases, and ensuring their security.

As you know, these technologies are end-to-end, which, on the one hand, opens up additional
opportunities, and on the other, creates new risks and threats. In this regard, an important condition
for effective training of a specialist is inevitably associated with obtaining a basic knowledge of
Internet technologies and the complex nature of modern threats. All leading universities that train
personnel for the Arctic have conducted training in the digital technologies, and often have separate
divisions specializing in this area. For example, the aforementioned scientific-educational center
“Gazpromneft-Polytech” (St.-Petersburg Polytechnic University), Teaching and research center of
digital technologies (Saint-Petersburg Mining University), Department of integrated security TEK
Russian State University of oil and gas (national research institute) named after I. M. Gubkin (which is
the basis of the first in Russia laboratory study of detection of computer attacks with the example of
virtual enterprises of oil and gas complex), and so on. [56,57].

The high knowledge intensity of Arctic projects underscores the need for in-depth monitoring of
the technology market and the development of promising technical solutions and consideration when
drawing up professional standards.

4.4. Internationalization of Arctic Education

Although the observed increase in international competition in the development and
implementation of technological innovations in the Arctic, international cooperation in the sphere of
Arctic education continues to develop steadily.

International exchange of training experience, the convergence of standards, and formation
of international educational standards allows us to bridge the gap between educational processes,
innovative solutions, and know-how applied in different parts of the Arctic.

A striking example of the internationalization of Arctic education is the international network
project UArctic, created in 2001 on the initiative of the Arctic Council to create a unified scientific and
educational network of organizations working in the spheres of higher education and research in the
Arctic region (organizations located in the Arctic and implementing scientific and educational projects
for the Arctic). If at the time of the project creation it included no more than 30 participants, then in 2020,
it already had 153 participants from 11 countries. It is noteworthy that the majority of participants are
from Russia, 27%—41 participants [58] (Figure 1). However, neither Gubkin Russian State University
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of Oil and Gas, nor Saint Petersburg Mining University, nor Saint Petersburg Polytechnic University
are members of UArctic.
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In turn, the analysis of the number of proposed scientific and educational programs showed that,
despite their large number, Russian project participants are not inferior to their western counterparts
in the number of implemented programs for training specialists.

Thus, within the framework of the project, out of 18 bachelor’s degree programs (43 courses
in total), only two programs and six courses are implemented by Russian organizations. While
Norway, which has only 6% of the total number of participants in the UArctic Program, implements
eleven undergraduate programs and six courses. Out of 81 master’s degree programs, only eight are
implemented by participants from Russia. PhD programs are not presented by participants Russian at
all, but participants Russian offer seven PhD courses (Table 6) [58].

Table 6. The number of programs and courses implemented under the UArctic project 1.

Country

Number of
Bachelor’s
Programs/
Courses

% Country

Number of
Master’s

Programs/
Courses

% Country

Number
of PhD

Programs/
Courses

%

Canada 0/1 -/2.3% Canada 1/1 1%/1% Canada 0/1 -/2.9%

Denmark 0 Denmark 17/3 21%/3% Denmark 0

Faroe
Islands 0 Faroe

Islands 0 0 Faroe
Islands 0

Finland 3/7 17%/16% Finland 17/5 21%/6% Finland 1/4 50%/12%

Greenland 0 Greenland 0 Greenland 0

Iceland 0/6 -/13.9% Iceland 4/37 5%/43% Iceland 0/3 -/8.8%

Norway 11/6 61%/14% Norway 27/3 33%/3% Norway 0/3 -/8.8%

Russia 2/6 11%/14% Russia 8/6 10%/7% Russia 0/7 -/21%

Sweden 0/7 -/16% Sweden 1/20 1%/23% Sweden 0/1 -/2.9%

United
States 2/7 11%/16% United

States 5/8 6%/9% United
States 1/8 50%/24%

Non-Arctic 0/2 -/4.6% Non-Arctic 1/2 1%/2% Non-Arctic 0/6 -/18%
1 Composed by the authors basing on the UArctic site data analyses [58].
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Programs and courses are implemented in various forms—international summer and winter
schools, training programs. In total, 24 different training programs presented by Russian universities
are being implemented. Attention is drawn to the fact that the Summer school of the Saint Petersburg
Mining University is marked among the programs, while the university is not an official member of
UArctic (Table 7).

Table 7. Training programs implemented by Russian universities within the framework of UArctic 1.

No. University Educational Program

1 Far Eastern Federal University School of Engineering “Ice Mechanics” Annual International
Winter Course

2 Northern (Arctic) Federal
University

• Arctic Floating University
• Peoples and Culture of the Circumpolar World
• International PhD School “Russia in the Arctic Dialogue:

Local and Global Context”
• Arctic Winter School 2020
• Arctic Summer School 2020
• Summer School in Arctic Law
• Diverse Arctic: Local Challenges—Global Changes
• Russian Studies Programme
• Environmental Risks Management in the Arctic (ERMA)
• European Studies: Arctic Focus
• History and Culture of the Circumpolar World:

comparative research
• EU and Russia in the Arctic: History of Cultural and

Political Interaction
• Arctic Law

3 Saint-Petersburg Mining
University Summer schools at Saint-Petersburg Mining University

4 Arctic State Agrotechnological
University

• Apiculture and bee-biology
• Natural horse husbandry in Arctic and northern regions

of Yakutia
• Northern reindeer husbandry
• Business planning and project management
• Pathology of productive animals
• Arctic food security: Traditional nutrition and Arctic food

5 Siberian Federal University Biological Engineering

6 St. Petersburg University Geology

7 Industrial University of Tyumen Logistics and Supply Chain Management
1 Composed by the authors basing on the UArctic site data analyses [58].

It is noteworthy that among all the training programs and courses offered by UArctic, the summer
school of Saint Petersburg State University is the only program focused on developing the oil and gas
complex in the Arctic: With a focus on technical and earth sciences. However, the project does not
include Gubkin University Summer School “Development of offshore fields”, which is important for
training personnel for the Arctic. In turn, the vast majority of programs implemented by UArctic relate
to the field of interdisciplinary research that combines social and earth sciences and covers such topics
as land, environment, peoples, cultures, and politics in the Arctic and subarctic states—Circumpolar
Studies, as well as economic problems of the region. (An exception is ‘FEFU School of Engineering, ‘Ice
Mechanics’ Annual International Winter courses, and the ‘Geology’ program implemented by Saint
Petersburg University).

Thus, the analysis of UArctic training programs and courses showed that despite a significant
number of participating Russian universities (including universities that train personnel for the oil and
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gas industry), in the vast majority of cases, their role is limited to providing students with courses,
rather than implementing their own training programs. This seems to indicate that Arctic education in
Russia is catching up and that the education system is lagging behind the general trends in training
Arctic personnel: Russian universities are learning, not teaching. There is an interdisciplinary approach
to UArctic programs with an emphasis on earth and environmental sciences, socio-humanitarian and
economic courses.

The obvious flagship of this educational movement is the Northern (Arctic) University named
after M. V. Lomonosov, which implements the majority of the training program and is the base of the
UArctic research office in Russia.

5. Conclusions

The changes in the system of training specialists described in this work are aimed at minimizing
the existing imbalances in the labor market in the Arctic zone of the Russian Federation.

The focus on high-tech technologies in the Arctic leads to an increase in the importance of human
capital as a factor in the efficiency of economic development in the Arctic. It is obvious that as economic
activity increases, the personnel deficit will increase. In this regard, based on existing forecasts,
the training system should adapt to new challenges and adjust educational programs and directions.
The future of the Arctic is in the hands of highly qualified specialists who have the skills to remotely
control complex technological processes in oil and gas fields and marine transport.

In the twenty-first century, young specialists in the oil and gas industry who are being trained to
work in the Arctic should acquire fluency in information technology and competence in working with
complex robotics. Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the harsh natural conditions of the Arctic is already
helping people, and in the near future, may even replace them.

At the same time, we can conclude that education is an important factor in preserving the unity of
the social space of the Arctic. The development of international cooperation in the field of personnel
training, in addition to practical educational tasks, makes it possible to strengthen cross-cultural ties
that create the basis for sustainable development of the region.

As the results of the study showed, training personnel for work in the Arctic has a special
specificity and often falls out of the general principles of ensuring the educational process. Global
trends in training “Arctic personnel” show the need to develop an interdisciplinary approach, basic
knowledge of natural sciences, to study the socio-cultural specifics of the region, to develop new
educational standards, to implement the concept of ‘Life Long Learning’, to widely introduce digital
technologies and internationalize education.

The analysis of Russian educational programs for training specialists allowed us to conclude that,
in general, the domestic system of training is adapting to changing conditions, in particular, certain
progress has been made in the formation of “digital” competencies and skills in the conditions of a
developed IT infrastructure.

The introduction of “digital fields” has led to an increase in the demand for IT specialists in the
Arctic oil and gas sector. With the help of an expert survey, it was revealed that in the future, the most
popular professions, along with “drillers” and specialists in transport, will be IT specialists who ensure
the functioning of “digital fields”.

Leading universities that train specialists for modern oil and gas projects in the Arctic are Gubkin
Russian State University of Oil and Gas, Saint Petersburg Mining University, Peter the Great Saint
Petersburg Polytechnic University, Lomonosov Northern (Arctic) Federal University, and Murmansk
State Technical University.

At the same time, it should be noted that not all leading Russian universities are included
in international educational projects and organizations, and there is skepticism about the
internationalization of education. In addition, there is a catch-up nature of Arctic education in
Russia and the lag of the education system from the general trends in the training of Arctic personnel,
and the low competitiveness of Russian universities at the world level. Probably, the processes of
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cooperation, primarily in the field of oil and gas projects, are constrained by the continuing tense
relations between the largest states of the Arctic region.
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